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The rock physics models for the acoustic velocities of the heavy oil sand with different oil distributions
are proposed in this paper. The heavy oil distributions are classified into three primary types, based on
which the corresponding acoustic velocity models are given. For the first type, the heavy oil is detached
from the sand grains, for which the Hertz-Mindlin- Hashin-Shtrikman (HMHS) model can be used. In the
second type, a continuous matrix is formed by the heavy oil and the sand grains float inside the matrix.
The Hashin- Shtrikman (HS) lower bound gives good estimation results under this condition. For the
third type, the heavy oil cements the sand grains at the grain contacts. The modified Contact Cement
Theory (CCT) can describe this cementation effect well. To validate the proposed models, we analyzed the
heavy oil sand data from Xinjiang Oil Field of China. The heavy oil distribution is obtained and the
corresponding model is selected to estimate the acoustic velocities. The results show that it can predict
the measured data well. Furthermore, we also compare the responses of the acoustic velocities for the
heavy oil sand with different oil distributions. It reveals that different heavy oil distribution results in
different acoustic velocities responses. The heavy oil distribution can thus be obtained by matching the
measured data with the results estimated by the models. The model that match the data best implies the
primary oil distribution. Many properties of the sand can then be estimated from the heavy oil dis-
tribution, such as the strength and permeability of the sand.

& 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The heavy oil sand is an important type of hydrocarbon re-
servoirs, which contributes a large amount of the world's reserves
of oil and gas. Different from the oils in the conventional re-
servoirs, the heavy oils often exhibit the property of high viscosity.
This results in the difficulties of using the conventional technolo-
gies to produce the heavy oil. In order to enhance the heavy oil
production, a variety of methods have been proposed (Speight,
2013). These methods focus on lowering the viscosity of the heavy
oil through the injection of the chemical solvents or the heat.
Among them, thermal recovery has been proved to be the most
efficient method. During the thermal recovery, monitoring the
physical property changes of heavy oil sands is of great importance
to the improvement of the recovery efficiency. For this purpose,
the geophysical methods, such as 4D seismic technology and sonic
well logging, are usually applied (Gurevich et al., 2007). The ana-
lysis of the acquired seismic or logging data provides the in-
formation needed for the operation of thermal recovery. However,
most current analyses are based on the qualitative analysis and the
information contained in the data are not fully extracted, which is
).
due to the complex properties of the heavy oil sand. Hence, it is
essential to carry out the quantitative analysis of the acquired
seismic and logging data. To this end, building the rock physics
models which connect the measured geophysical parameters with
the physical properties of the heavy oil sand is necessary. In order
to do so, it is most important to establish the relationship between
the fundamental geophysical parameter, i.e., the acoustic velo-
cities, with the physical properties of the heavy oil sand.

The properties of the heavy oil are controlled by the tempera-
ture (Han et al., 2006). Depending on the different properties of
the heavy oil at varying temperatures, the acoustic velocities of the
heavy oil sand also changes. At low temperature, the heavy oil
behaves like the elastic solid. Under this condition, the effective
elastic properties of the heavy oil sand are dominated by the heavy
oil distributions (Han et al., 2007). Then it transfers to the quasi-
solid phase with the increasing temperature. At this phase, the
heavy oil exhibits the viscoelastic properties. It means that it be-
haves like the fluid in the low frequencies, but almost like the
elastic solid in the high frequencies. In this case, the acoustic ve-
locities of the heavy oil sand are frequency dependent and the
intrinsic energy dissipations can be observed (Wolf et al., 2006;
Han et al., 2008). The heavy oil distribution also plays an im-
portant role on the acoustic velocities. When the temperature
continues to increase, the heavy oil will transfer to the fluid phase
for which Gassmann equations (Gassmann, 1951) can be applied to
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estimate its effects on the acoustic velocities of the heavy oil sand.
Up until now, a number of rock physics models have been

proposed for the elastic properties and acoustic velocities of the
heavy oil sand in the low and intermediate temperatures. Marion
and Nur (1991) and Das and Batzle (2008) applied the Hashin-
Shtrikman (HS) lower bounds and the averaging methods to pre-
dict elastic moduli for the heavy oil sand, whose results agree with
the experimental data well. Gurevich et al. (2007, 2008) combined
the HS bounds with the Coherent Potential Approximation (CPA)
theory to obtain an estimation of the elastic properties of the
heavy oil sand. They match their results with the experimental
data, which shows qualitative agreement. This theory was then
further developed by Makarynska et al. (2010). Other researchers
utilized the de la Cruz-Spanos theory (Eastwood, 1993) and the
generalized Biot theory (Tsiklauri and Beresnev, 2003) to calculate
the acoustic velocities of the heavy oil sand. All these models do
not consider any specific heavy oil distribution, the heavy oil sand
is treated as the general isotropic medium. These models may be
applied well when several types of heavy oil distributions co-exist
which results in the averaged values of the elastic moduli for the
heavy oil sand. However, as pointed out by Han et al. (2007), the
heavy oil usually has specific distributions which play a vital role
on the elastic properties of the heavy oil sand. Hence, acoustic
velocity models for the heavy oil sand should be built based on the
heavy oil distribution.

Only a few models have considered the influences of heavy oil
distributions. One such model was proposed by Leurer and Dvor-
kin (2000, 2006) for the heavy oil distributed at sand grain con-
tacts, which acts as the viscoelastic cement in the heavy oil sand
resulting in the frequency-dependent acoustic velocities and at-
tenuations. To build the acoustic velocity models for the heavy oil
sand, more heavy oil distribution types need to be taken into ac-
count. As the elastic properties of the heavy oil sand will both
depend on the heavy oil distributions and frequency in the inter-
mediate temperature, it is reasonable to establish the acoustic
velocity models for the heavy oil sand in the low temperature first.
Under this condition, the influences of the heavy oil distribution
can be investigated conveniently without the effects of the fre-
quencies. The acoustic velocity models for the heavy oil sand at the
intermediate temperature can be developed in the future by in-
corporating the influences of the frequencies.

As observed by Han et al. (2007) in the experiments, the heavy
oil in the low temperature has three primary distributions in the
heavy oil sand (Fig. 1): a) the sands are water wet which makes the
heavy oil detached from the pore walls, the heavy oil thus be-
comes part of the fluid. In this case, the heavy oil can only support
the pore pressure, its influences on the acoustic velocities can be
modelled in the similar way as the fluids. b) The heavy oil sa-
turation is high enough that it forms the matrix, the sand grains
thus float inside the matrix. c) The heavy oil has a relatively low
Fig. 1. Three types of oil distributions. (a) Heavy oil is part of the pore fluid. (b) Heavy o
blue part represents formation water and the black part stands for the heavy oil. For Typ
are normally oil wet. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend,
saturation degree and accumulates at the grain contacts. The sands
are cemented by the heavy oil which significantly increases the
acoustic velocities of the heavy oil sand. The last two types of
heavy oil distributions often occur for the oil wet sands. De-
pending on the different heavy oil distribution, different acoustic
velocity model for the heavy oil sand should be built.

In this paper, we proposed the corresponding acoustic velocity
model for the heavy oil sand under each specific heavy oil dis-
tribution in the low temperature (Fig. 1). Then the heavy oil sands
from Xinjiang Oil Field of China are studied, the proper acoustic
velocity model is selected based on its heavy oil distribution.
Furthermore, the estimation results for other oil distributions are
also given and analyzed based on the corresponding models. Fi-
nally, the potential applications of the acoustic velocity models are
discussed.
2. Acoustic velocity models under different type of heavy oil
distribution

The heavy oil in the low temperature behaves like an elastic
solid. Therefore, the heavy oil sand under this condition also has
the elastic properties, its compressional and shear wave velocities
can thus be calculated from its moduli (bulk and shear moduli)
and density as follows:
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where Vp and Vs are the compressional and shear wave velocities,
respectively; Keff and Geff is the effective bulk and shear moduli of
the heavy oil sand, respectively; ρ is the density of the heavy oil
sand.

Thus, the bulk and shear moduli are needed to calculate the
acoustic velocities of the heavy oil sand. Most current models, such
as K-T model (Kuster and Toksoz, 1974), Self-Consistent theory (SC)
(Berryman, 1980), and Differential Effective Medium (DEM) model
(Berryman, 1992), are proposed for the consolidated sandstone.
For the heavy oil sand in the low temperature, it is usually un-
consolidated with very low acoustic velocities which can be easily
overestimated by these models. Therefore, the models for the
unconsolidated sandstones are required to estimate its acoustic
velocities. To this end, some models have been developed, which
mainly include Hertz-Mindlin (HM) model (Mindlin, 1949), Con-
tact Cement Theory (CCT) (Dvorkin et al., 1994), and Hertz-Mind-
lin- Hashin-Shtrikman (HMHS) model (Dvorkin and Nur, 1996).
Such models estimate the moduli of the sandstone from the
il forms the continuous matrix. (c) Heavy oil cements the sand grains. Note that the
e a, the sand grains are usually water wet. For the other two types, the sand grains
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)



Fig. 2. The bulk and shear moduli variations with porosity under different effective
pressures for the dry heavy oil sand. Note that the sand grains are pure quartz and
the critical porosity used is 0.36. The results are calculated using HMHS model
(Dvorkin and Nur, 1996).
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contact stiffness between the grains. They give much better esti-
mation results for the acoustic velocities of the unconsolidated
sandstone than the conventional models. These models are based
on the microstructures of the unconsolidated sandstones, different
microstructures correspond to different models. Therefore, the
models should be selected according to the microstructures of the
unconsolidated sandstone. The microstructure of the heavy oil
sand is primarily controlled by the heavy oil distributions. It in-
dicates that the acoustic velocity model for the heavy oil sand
should be built based on the heavy oil distribution, which is
consistent with the experimental observation made by Han et al.
(2007). In the following text, we will propose appropriate models
to calculate the moduli of the heavy oil sand in the low tem-
perature for each type of oil distribution described in Fig. 1.

2.1. Models for Type a

For the first type of oil distribution, the heavy oil is detached
from the water wet sand grains and is only part of pore fluid.
Under this condition, the sand grains are usually held together by
the pressure. The dry moduli of the sand matrix will be pressure
dependent. Its values can be calculated by Hertz-Mindlin (HM)
model (Mindlin, 1949), which are as follows:
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where Kd and Gd are the bulk and shear moduli of the dry heavy oil
sand, respectively; G0 and ν0 are the shear modulus and Poisson's
ratio of the sand grains, respectively;Φ is the porosity of the heavy
oil sand; n is the coordination number; P is the effective pressure
applied on the heavy oil sand.

After the dry moduli of the heavy oil sand are obtained by Eqs.
(3) and (4), the effective moduli of the heavy oil sand can be ob-
tained after considering the fluid saturation effect. This effect can
be calculated by Gassmann's formula as follows:
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where Keff and Geff are the bulk and shear moduli of the heavy oil
sand saturated with heavy oil and the formation water; K0 is the
bulk modulus of the sand grains; Kf is the bulk modulus of the
mixture of heavy oil and formulation water.

For the mixture of heavy oil and formulation water, Wood's
(1955) formula can be used to obtain its bulk modulus:
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where Sw is the water saturation; Koil and Kw are the moduli of the
heavy oil and water, respectively.

Through Eqs. (3)–(7), the effective moduli of the heavy oil sand
under this type of oil distribution can be obtained. Its velocities
can then be calculated using Eqs. (1) and (2). However, Eqs. (3) and
(4) are not suitable for the low porosity. For instance, Eqs. (3) and
(4) show that the moduli of the heavy oil sand are still pressure
dependent at zero porosity. This contradicts with the fact that the
pressure has little influence on the moduli if the sandstone has
zero porosity and is composed of pure sand grains. To solve this
problem, the Hertz-Mindlin-Hashin-Shtrikman (HMHS) model
(Dvorkin and Nur, 1996) originally developed for the un-
consolidated sandstone can be used, in which the Hashin-Shtrik-
man (HS) lower bound (Hashin and Shtrikman, 1963) is used for
the sandstone with porosities ranging from zero to the critical
porosity with endpoints constrained by the bulk and shear moduli
of the solid phase (zero porosity and hence pressure independent)
and the moduli at the critical porosity is determined by the HM
model. For the heavy oil sand, the formulas are as follows:
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where KHM and GHM are the bulk and shear moduli of the dry
heavy oil sand at the critical porosity, respectively, which are
calculated by the HM model; Φ0 is the critical porosity; Φ is the
porosity of the heavy oil sand; K0 and G0 are the bulk and shear
moduli of the sand grains, respectively.

Fig. 2 shows the pressure dependence of the dry moduli of
heavy oil sand, which is calculated by this model. It can be clearly
seen that there is no pressure dependence at zero porosity and the
moduli are equal to that of the solid phase. This proves that using
the HMHS model enables us to estimate the moduli of the dry
heavy oil sand at low porosity. In fact, Dvorkin and Nur (1996) has
shown that HMHS model also gives good estimation results at the
high porosity. Therefore, it is recommended that HMHS model
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Fig. 3. Schemes for the distributions of the heavy oil cement in the heavy oil sand.
(a) Heavy oil only accumulates at the grain contacts. (b) Apart from the heavy oil in
the grain contacts, the heavy oil also distributes evenly on the grain surface. Note
that the minimal distance between two grains (2h) is not zero.
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should be used instead of HM model for both the high and low
porosities.

2.2. Models for Type b

If the pore space is almost occupied by the heavy oil, a con-
tinuous matrix will be formed by the heavy oil and the sand grains
will float inside the matrix. Under this condition, the HS lower
bound can be used to calculate moduli of the heavy oil sand
(Gurevich et al., 2007; Han et al., 2007). Since the matrix is com-
posed of heavy oil and the inclusions are the sand grains, the HS
lower bound for the heavy oil sand moduli has the following form:
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where Keff and Geff are the effective bulk and shear moduli of the
heavy oil sand, respectively; Koil and Goil represent the bulk and
shear moduli of the heavy oil, respectively; K0 and G0 are the bulk
and shear moduli for the sand grains, respectively; Φ is the por-
osity of the heavy oil sand.

2.3. Models for Type c

If the heavy oil saturation is relative low, it can accumulates at
the grain contacts. The sand grains can thus be cemented by the
heavy oil, which significantly increases the elastic properties of the
heavy oil sand. Therefore, cementation effects of the heavy oil on
the sand grains under this condition must be considered. Up until
now, only a few models have been proposed to analyze these ef-
fects. Among them, the most important and useful model is the
Contact Cement Theory (CCT). This theory was developed by
Dvorkin et al. (1994) to model the effects of cements on the nor-
mal and tangential stiffness of a grain-cement combination. The
elastic properties of the sandstone can then be estimated. The
applications of this theory on the samples obtained from Oseberg
demonstrate its applicability for the unconsolidated sandstone
with weak cementation (Dvorkin and Nur, 1996). However, it is
found by Han et al. (2013, 2014) that the influences of the contact
thickness, i.e., the minimal distance between two adjacent grains,
on the normal and tangential stiffness are ignored in the CCT. As
the existence of the contact thickness decreases the normal and
tangential stiffness, the elastic moduli of the unconsolidated
sandstone will thus decrease. Hence, the CCT will overestimate the
acoustic velocities of the weakly cemented unconsolidated sand-
stone with the non-zero contact thickness. To take into account
the effects of contact thickness, Han et al. (2013, 2014) modified
the CCT to incorporate this parameter and validated the modified
CCT using the experimental data. For the heavy oil acting as the
cement, the sand grains often do not contact each other due to the
low compaction rate at the shallow burial depth. Therefore, the
contact thickness for this type of heavy oil sand is usually not zero
and the modified CCT should be used to calculate its elastic
moduli. The modified CCT is briefly introduced in the following.

The bulk and shear moduli of the heavy oil sand are obtained
from the normal and tangential stiffness through the modified CCT
as follows (Dvorkin et al., 1994; Han et al., 2013, 2014):
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where Keff and Geff are the bulk and shear moduli of the heavy oil
sand, respectively; Goil and νoil are the shear modulus and Pois-
son's ratio of the heavy oil cement, respectively; Sn and Sτ re-
present the normal and tangential stiffness, respectively;Φ0 is the
critical porosity; n is the coordination number; ε is the contact
thickness, which is the ratio of the minimal half distance between
two adjacent grains, h, to the radius of the grains, R.

The parameters for normal and tangential stiffness, Sn and Sτ,
are determined by the cement amount, the contact thickness, and
the properties of the grains and heavy oil cement. The calculations
of these two parameters based on the rigorous theory require the
numerical approach which is time consuming. Hence, we com-
puted their values in a large scale of elastic properties of the sands
and cements, and also for different contact thickness and cement
amount. Based on this, a good statistical approximation for them
are proposed, which is shown in Appendix. The cement amount is
quantified by the cementation radius, α, which is defined as the
ratio of the heavy oil cement layer, a, to the radius of the grain, R.
For the heavy oil accumulating at the grain contacts (Fig. 3a), α is
influenced by the contact thickness and is as follows (Han et al.,
2013, 2014):
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Apart from the grain contacts, the heavy oil cement may also
distribute at the other parts of the sand. For instance, the cement
can evenly distribute on the grain surface (Fig. 3b). The expression
for the cementation radius under this condition is independent of
the contact thickness and has the following form (Han et al., 2013,
2014):
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Thus, through the modified CCT, the dry moduli of this type of
heavy oil sand can be calculated. If the heavy oil sand is saturated
with the fluids, Gassmann's formula can be used to calculate the
fluid saturation effect, as shown before.

The elastic properties for these three types of heavy oil sand
can thus be calculated through the corresponding models. The
acoustic velocities can then be obtained using Eqs. (1) and (2).
3. Application of the models

In this section, the acoustic velocities data of heavy oil sand
from Xinjiang Oil Field of China are analyzed by the models pro-
posed above. The sand grains are mainly composed of quartz, with
the bulk and shear moduli to be 38 GPa and 44 GPa. The thin
section image shows that the sand grains are cemented by the
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heavy oil at the grain contacts. Most of the sand grains do not
contact each other, there is a contact thickness between two
grains. By measuring the radius of the sand grains and the thick-
ness of the heavy oil cement, the contact thickness, ε, is estimated
to be around 0.015. Based on this fact, these heavy oil sands belong
to Type c, the modified CCT should be used. The temperature at the
depth of the heavy oil sand formation (350–425 m) is close to
20 °C. At such temperature, the bulk and shear moduli of the
heavy oil is about 3.4 GPa and 0.9 GPa, based on Batzle's mea-
surement (Batzle et al., 2004). As the heavy oil mainly accumulates
at the grain contacts, we use the first Scheme to calculate the
cementation radius (Eq. (15)). The density and porosity of the
heavy oil sand change with the depth, which are shown in Fig. 4.
According to the distribution of the porosity, the critical porosity is
assumed to be 40%, with the coordination number to be 8.5. Using
these parameters, the dry moduli of the heavy oil sand can be
calculated using the modified CCT. As the heavy oil sand is satu-
rated with formation water, the fluid saturation effect also needs
to be considered. The Gassmann's formula can be used with the
bulk modulus of the formation water to be 2.7 GPa. The estimation
results are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Fig. 5 shows the measured and
predicted velocities versus the depth, whereas Fig. 6 compares the
measured and predicted velocity values through the crossplots. To
illustrate the influence of the contact thickness, the results with
zero contact thickness are also shown in these two figures.

Figs. 5 and 6 show that without considering the influence of
contact thickness, both the compressional and shear wave velo-
cities will be largely overestimated. The reason for the
overestimation is that the existence of the contact thickness re-
duces the normal and tangential stiffness. As a result, the moduli
and the acoustic velocities of the heavy oil sand will decrease.
Therefore, it is crucial to take into account the influence of contact
thickness when estimating the acoustic velocities of the heavy oil
sand. Through applying the modified CCT which considers the
contact thickness effects, the discrepancies between the measured
and predicted values are reduced significantly (from 11% to 4%).
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Furthermore, the correlation coefficient between the measured
and predicted values increases from 0.35 to 0.65. Given the com-
plexity of the well logging measurement environment compared
with that of the lab, this improvement in correlation coefficient
should be considered to be good. It is also found that the modified
CCT tends to underestimate the high values of measured com-
pressional wave velocities which correspondences to the relative
low porosities, the possible reason is that not only heavy oil but
also other cements (such as clays) may exist in the pore space
when the porosity is relatively low. The cementation effects of the
other cements are not considered in our model, therefore, the
velocities are underestimated. In general, the modified CCT gives
good predictions of the compressional wave velocities of this data
set.

For the prediction results of the shear wave velocities, they are
not as good as the compressional wave velocities. While the dis-
crepancies between the measured and predicted shear wave ve-
locities are also reduced significantly (from 22% to 8%), the cor-
relation coefficient doesn’t increase and is very low (about 0.30).
This indicates that the shear wave velocities decrease almost lin-
early with the contact thickness, which results in the nearly con-
stant shift of the shear wave velocities towards the lower values
with the increasing contact thickness. Moreover, it is also noted
that the predicted shear wave velocities changes little with the
depth, whereas the measured data varies more obviously with the
depth. This leads to the low correlation coefficient between the
measured and predicted shear wave velocities. Dvorkin and Nur
(1996) shows that the shear wave velocities of the unconsolidated
sandstone with weak cementation are not sensitive to porosities
when the porosities are obviously smaller than the critical por-
osity. In this case, most porosities at this depth interval vary be-
tween 0.25 and 0.30, which are obviously smaller than the critical
porosity (0.40). Hence, our prediction of shear wave velocities
keeps nearly constant, which are consistent with those observed
by Dvorkin and Nur (1996). The obvious variation of the measured
shear wave velocities may be due to the poor recordings of the
shear waves which result from the high attenuation of shear wave
energies. On the whole, it is reasonable to conclude that the
modified CCT gives good prediction results for this set of acoustic
velocity data for which the sands are cemented by the heavy oil.

Here, it should be noted that the modified CCT currently does
not take into account the velocity changes with varying effective
pressure (Dvorkin et al., 1994; Han et al., 2014). As the cement is
loading bearing, the cement-grain combination acts as an elastic
body with the pressure independent elastic constants. This as-
sumption may not work well for the sandstones with cracks, as the
increase of the effective pressure will close the cracks and increase
the velocities of the sandstone. However, this assumption is valid
for the heavy oil sand. This is because the heavy oil sand is usually
buried at the shallow depth with low effective pressure, there is
nearly no cracks developed in the heavy oil sand. This can be va-
lidated by the porosity data (Fig. 4), which shows no dependence
on the depth (effective pressure). In this case, the effective pres-
sure for this heavy oil sand formation is around 5 MPa, the velo-
cities are estimated well by the modified CCT.

If we assume that the heavy oil is distributed as Type a or b, the
HMHS model or HS lower bound can be applied to estimate the
acoustic velocities. To compare the estimation results for different
heavy oil distributions, the estimation results for this set of data
using the HMHS model and HS lower bound are compared in
Figs. 7 and 8 (using depth and cross plots respectively), together
with the results by the modified CCT (ε¼0.015).

The effective pressure used in the HMHS model is calculated
using the density log data. The other parameters are the same with
the parameters used in the modified CCT. It is found that HMHS
model underestimates both the compressional and shear wave
velocities. This indicates that the sand grains are not only held
together by the effective pressure, they are also bounded by the
heavy oil at the grain contacts. Although the content of the heavy
oil cement is not high, it can significantly increase the stiffness of
the heavy oil sand. As a result, the compressional and shear wave
velocities will increase. This effect is well described by the mod-
ified CCT. For the HS lower bound, it is interesting to find that this
bound estimates the much lower compressional wave velocities
than the modified CCT, but it gives a close estimation for the shear
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wave velocities compared with those given by the modified CCT.
This can be explained by the assumptions of the models. The HS
lower bound assumes that the heavy oil forms the continuous
matrix with the sand grains floating inside. Therefore, the moduli
for this type of heavy oil sand are largely determined by those of
the heavy oil. The modified CCT is based on the grain-heavy oil
cement combination (Fig. 3). The moduli of the heavy oil sand are
primarily decided by the stiffnesses of the grain-heavy oil cement
combination. Under this condition, the compressional modulus
depends on the moduli of the sand grains, whereas the shear
modulus is decided by the shear modulus of the heavy oil cement.
As the moduli of the sand grains are much higher than those of the
heavy oil, the compressional wave velocities estimated by the
modified CCT will be much larger than those estimated by the HS
lower bound. However, the shear wave velocities estimated by the
modified CCT and the HS lower bound are both determined by the
shear modulus of the heavy oil. This results in the similar esti-
mation results of the shear wave velocities by the modified CCT
and the HS lower bound. Here, it should be noted that while the
prediction results of the shear wave velocities given by the HS
lower bound seem to have higher correlation coefficient with the
measured data (about 0.6) than those given by the modified CCT
(about 0.3) in this case, it doesn’t mean that the HS lower bound
can predict shear wave velocities better than the modified CCT for
the sands cemented by the heavy oil. The reason is that the quality
of the measured shear wave velocity data may be poor, which
makes the measured data deviate from the real values, as dis-
cussed before.
4. Discussions

The analysis above shows that the estimation results by the
models are based on the distributions of the heavy oil. This fact
implies that the microstructures (or the heavy oil distributions) of
the heavy oil sand can be studied by matching the measured
acoustic velocities data with the estimation results by the models.
Each model corresponds to one type of the heavy oil distributions,
the model that matches the measured data best implies the pri-
mary heavy oil distribution in the sand.

Once the heavy oil distribution is known, many properties of
the sand can be obtained. For example, the strength of the heavy
oil sand can be estimated. Yin and Dvorkin (1994) and Dvorkin and
Nur (1996) show that the sand grains can be prevented from
breaking at the high pressure by even a small amount of cement.
Therefore, if sand grains are cemented by the heavy oil at the grain
contacts, the heavy oil sand is mechanically stable and sanding is
unlikely. In contrary, if sand grains are kept together through the
confining pressure, the sand could be mechanically unstable and
the sanding may occur with the release of the confining pressure.
It is important to mention that we only discuss the solid phase of
the heavy oil in the low temperature here. During the thermal
recovery, the increase of the temperature will make the heavy oil
transfer to the liquid phase. The heavy oil would not be able to
cement the sand grains or form the continuous matrix. Thus, the
strength of heavy oil sand for Type b and c will decrease greatly
and the chance of sanding will be much higher. Apart from esti-
mating the mechanical strength, the heavy oil distribution also
help us gain understanding on the other properties, such as the
permeability.
5. Conclusions

We have proposed the acoustic velocity models for the heavy
oil sand with different oil distribution in this paper. There are
primary three types of oil distributions in the heavy oil sand. For
the first type, the oil is detached from the water wet sand grains
and is only part of the pore fluid. The confining pressure holds the
sand grains together. Under this condition, the HMHS model can
be used for the acoustic velocities prediction. In the second type,
the heavy oil has high saturation which forms the matrix. The sand
grains act as the inclusions that float in the heavy oil matrix.
Therefore, the HS lower bound should be applied in the velocities
prediction. For the third type, the heavy oil acts as the cement. The
sand grains are cemented by the heavy oil at the grain contacts.
This cementation effect can be described well by the modified CCT.
Thus, this model can be applied for this type of heavy oil sand.

To validate the proposed models, the oil distribution for the
heavy oil sand of Xinjiang Oil Field is studied. Based on its oil
distribution, the modified CCT is selected and the good estimation
results are obtained. To compare the results for different oil dis-
tributions, the estimation results using HMHS and the HS lower
bound are also given. The results show that different heavy oil
distribution results in different acoustic velocities responses. The
heavy oil distribution can be obtained by matching the measured
data with the estimation results by different models. The model
that match the data best implies the primary oil distribution. Once
the heavy oil distribution is known, many properties of the sand
can be estimated, such as the strength and the permeability.
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Appendix. Computation of Sn and Sτ

Parameters Sn and Sτ in Equations 13 and 14 are:

Λ ε α Λ ε α Λ ε= ( ) + ( ) + ( )S A B C, , , ,n n n n n n n
2

Λ ε α Λ ε α Λ ε= ( ) + ( ) + ( )τ τ τ τ τ τ τS A B C, , , ,2

where
For Λ −: 0.007 0.04n :
If ε ≤ 0.008:

ε ε Λ

ε ε Λ

ε ε Λ

= − ( − + )

= ( − + )

= − ( − − − )

ε ε

ε ε

ε ε

( − − )

( − − )

( + − )
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C

6216.7 22.783 0.1646

9916.7 35.883 0.5643

183.33 0.5833 0.0037

,

n n

n n

n n

2 13667 55.333 0.658

2 6166.7 25.833 0.514

2 12667 132.67 1.112

2

2

2

Otherwise:

ε ε Λ

ε ε Λ
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= − ( − + + )

= ( − + + )

= − ( − + − )
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43 8.5493 0.1451

276.67 24.839 0.4696

9.2381 1.8876 0.0145

;

n n

n n

n n

2 2.381 14.445 0.7159

2 95.238 11.605 0.5706

2 472.38 38.719 1.1876

2

2

2

For Λ −: 0.04 0.20n :
If ε ≤ 0.008:

ε ε Λ

ε ε Λ

ε ε Λ

= − ( − + )

= ( − + )

= − ( − + − )
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71.985 0.2727 0.0468

274.87 2.2312 0.2667

8.9196 0.1629 0.0014

,

n n

n n

n n

2 1172.1 9.5666 1.0511

2 726.13 7.4196 0.748

2 13629 6.8405 1.4379

2

2

2

Otherwise:
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ε ε Λ
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For Λ −: 0.20 0.65n :
If ε ≤ 0.005:
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For Λ −τ : 0.0007 0.014:
If ε ≤ 0.004:
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In the above equations, νoil and Goil are the Poisson’s ratio and
shear modulus of the heavy oil, respectively; v and G are the
Poisson’s ratio and shear modulus of the sand grains, respectively;
ε is the ratio of the contact thickness, h, to the radius of the grain,
R; α is the ratio of the cementation radius, a, to the radius of the
grain, R.

These equations for Sn and Sτ are approximated statistically
from the theoretical solutions (Dvorkin et al, 1994; Han et al.,
2014). The correlation between the rigorous solutions and the
approximations is above 0.98 and the error is less than 3%.
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